
Where is your last line of defence 
for information coming out 

from your web servers / cloud?

Outbound Security of Your Web and Cloud 
Services
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Blocked by 
Firewall / IPS / 
Proxy with AV

Inbound attacks against users 
are blocked.

Trusted / Internal

Blocked by 
Endpoint DLP / 
NG Firewall /  

Proxy

Outbound Data Loss 
Protection (DLP) prevents 
users from leaking 
information

Is the “outbound information” from your 
web / cloud portals really safe?

DMZ / Data Center

Blocked by 
Firewall / Web 
App FW / IPS

Inbound attacks to DMZ are 
blocked.

No Protection!

Customer info is leaked from 
web portal!

Defaced web pages are shown 
to entire Internet!

Infected web pages are 
infecting your visitors!

Last line of defence 
missing!

Weakest link today!

  Internet
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Do You Know These Business Trivia?

1 You cannot hide when your website leaks information or is defaced, but you can hide 
when your PC leaks information or is infected.

2 It is a public relations disaster when your website infects your visitors, while the public 
won't know even if all your PCs are infected.

3 IT staff are more likely to be fired for embarrassing business management because 
of defaced/infected/leaking websites, instead of infected or leaking endpoints.

4 Data privacy regulations also forbid you to leak your customer information from your 
website. You can be fined millions for leaking information from your website.

5 Data leakage from cloud, not data leakage into cloud, is one of the Top 3 obstacles 
blocking widespread cloud adoption.
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Do You Know These Tech Trivia?

1 Most, if not all, Web Application Firewalls (WAFs) and IPS cannot detect sensitive 
information leakage in binary documents, e.g. Office docs, PDF files, zipped files.

2 Most, if not all, Web Application Firewalls (WAFs) and IPS cannot detect whether your 
web pages are defaced.

3 Most, if not all, Web Application Firewalls (WAFs) and IPS cannot detect whether your 
web pages are infected with malicious content.

4 No one has deployed endpoint-focused DLP solutions in front of their web and cloud 
portals.

5 Endpoint-focused DLP solutions can severely impact the performance of your web 
and cloud portals.

6 Endpoint-focused DLP solutions cannot detect defaced or infected web pages or 
insecure server configuration.

7 Antivirus solutions cannot detect password-protected malicious PDFs.
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Source: https://www.privacyrights.org/data-breach/new

Industry

Government

# U.S. Records Lost 
from Web Servers

(2005-2008)

2,269,656

Education 588,846

Healthcare 529,034

Financial 114,745

Manufacturing 46,000

Retail 22,735

Real Estate 13,000

Security 5,878

Utilities 3,000

Internet 2,750

Legal 530

Logistics 465

Web Leakages Had Been and Still is a 
Serious Risk!

TOTAL 3,596,639

Industry

Retail

# U.S. Records Lost 
from Web Servers

(2009-2011)

140,176,987

Others 85,061,873

Government 3,968,541

Financial 2,313,412

Healthcare 690,765

Education 350,368

Non-profit 71,555

TOTAL 232,633,501

Increase by 64x
(6400%)!!!
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4 common causes of information leakages 
from web servers / cloud

1. Compromised web servers
Infected web servers can cause information to be leaked 
out.

2. Vulnerabilities in web applications
Poorly written applications can result in more information than necessary being shown.

3. Server errors 
Malfunctioned or misconfigured web servers can display too much information.

4. Sensitive Information left on web servers
Backup copies of source codes, SQL files, CSV files containing customer records can 
be left on web servers.
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Infected web sites is becoming the more 
popular way to spread malware

3x more web sites in China were being hacked and used to infect visitors.
Source: Knownsec.com database of defaced Chinese sites

160

598

Jan to Dec
2008

Jan to Jul
2009

275%
increase!

No of 
infectious 
web 
sites

Websense Labs:
the number of malicious Web sites grew 225 percent in 

the second half of 2009, 
and 71 percent of these are legitimate sites 

that have been compromised...
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3 reasons to hack a website

1. Commercial 
Steal sensitive information to resell or to blackmail

2. Political (e.g. defacement)
Send a message to the whole world.

3. Transmission to visitors
Infects visitors to high-traffic web sites.

Outbound protection blocks 
these hacker's goals, 

regardless of the means used by 
hackers!
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Scenario 1: Compromised Web Servers

Adidas

...taken down affected sites, 
including adidas.com, reebok.com, miCoach.com, 

adidas-group.com and various local eCommerce shops, 
in order to protect visitors to our sites...

hackers might have 
planted malicious scripts on the targeted website...
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Apple

Scenario 1: Compromised Web Servers

“A hack attack that can expose users to 
malware exploits has infected 

more than 1 million webpages, at least two of which 
belong to Apple....

The attacks that hit Apple used 
highly encoded text strings to 

sneak past web-application filters.
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At least 73,000 visitors may be infected

5 major Japanese companies

Scenario 1: Compromised Web Servers

“...websites of five companies, 
including Honda Motor Corp....

 The virus sends visitors to the corporate sites 
to an alternative site that contains further malware 

that allows the virus to propagate 
in the visitors' computers... ”
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85 other patient records were shown in online bill payment portal.

West Penn Hospital

Scenario 2: Vulnerabilities in Web Applications

“...she was able to view information on 85 other patients.
That information included the patient's name, address, medical procedure and costs....

...blamed the problem on a temporary data translation error
 involving a third-party billing partner.”
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Microsoft BPOS Cloud Service

...due to a configuration issue, 
Offline Address Book information for Business Productivity Online Suite (BPOS) Standard

customers could be inadvertently downloaded by other customers of the service, 
in a very specific circumstance,"...

Microsoft has notified all Business Productivity Online Suite-Standard 
partners and customers about the issue.

Scenario 3: Server Errors
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Bank customer records were leaked during system upgrade
UBS

Scenario 3: Server Errors

“private-banking clients found confidential details of 
other clients' bank statements and account information 

instead of their own...result of an inadvertent technical error
following an information-technology system upgrade

 over the weekend of Feb 21“
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108,000 student records were leaked

Princeton Review

“The most intriguing thing about the incident was 
that it was discovered by another preparatory firm, 

as it was performing a survey to 
see how competition was doing....

broke the story to the Washington Post”

Scenario 4: Sensitive Information Left on Web 
Server
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150 officers' private information was leaked while CEO 
was lecturing the public to have safe IT practices.

Government Agency, Malaysia

Scenario 4: Sensitive Information Left on Web 
Server
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Private information of election candidates was leaked

Elections Department, Singapore

Scenario 4: Sensitive Information Left on Web 
Server

... included the NRIC number of Health Minister Khaw Boon Wan, 
and the NRIC and handphone numbers of Aljunied candidate....

from the People's Action Party (PAP). 
The handphone numbers of opposition candidates 

.... were also made public.
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Telco A, Singapore

Scenario 4: Sensitive Information Left on Web 
Server

National ID of 100 lucky draw winners were left undetected on 
telco web site for 5 years.
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Military secrets were leaked from an online PDF
Ministry of Defence, UK

Scenario 4: Sensitive Information Left on Web 
Server

An online internal report contained black-out -passages 
that could still be read by the enemy...

...made the same mistake just six months ago, 
when they failed to secure a report into nuclear submarines...

...“To make such a blunder once is unfortunate, 
to do it twice is careless in the extreme.”
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Sensitive military inventory was leaked

Southeast Asian Army

Scenario 4: Sensitive Information Left on Web 
Server
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Wong Onn Chee

 onnchee@infotectsecurity.com

Thank You


